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but what impressed me more than that was this. They said that it has net now

been proven that what you learn in one field helps you in other fields, particularly

if as you learn it you are trying to get principles of general thought that will be
consciously

applicable all around. If you ,&,n.&tany-are trying to i-mpee improve OM your

facility of understanding that will be applicable in every 4i-l-- field of thought to

which you may enter. When I was a student as at Princeton Seminary in the last

few years before the modernists took over the institution, Princeton Seminary was

known at that time , not only as a Seminary which stood for the Word of God , but

it was known as a Seminary that had a high standard of word work which it required

of its students. Princeton Seminary in those years wasn't very effective in getting

the ideas across. There were a great many students who graduated tie re who came

out on the viewpoint of the Word of God utterly different from m- what most

of the professors held there. But this I noticed when I was in Princeton Seminary,

that graduates of that x institution , new- not only in the Presbyterian Church in

a dozen or more other denominations, graduates cf that it-u1- institution were among

4e- the top leaders in all these various denominations. You would go way off into

some distant part of the world and you would find graduatxes of4iig Princeton Seminary

who were in positions of real leadership. Some of them were fundamental, standing

strongly for the Word of God. Some of them were among the wcr St of the modernists.

It was amazing the number of people that graduated from Princeton Seminary in x those

d ays who went on to take positions of leadership, and the re-- reason for it was because

at that time-teer other s-ij-e-- seminaries , most of them devoted great attention to

frills and methods of doing this or that while at Princeton they were putting the tremendous

main MX emphasis on the tit- solid thinking and- e-fflethed-k their people learned to

think. They leeie learned to use the abilities they had to4he- and to get the utmost

out of them. And so I am not &k asking now how much you learned in #1e this last year
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